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ABOUT THE SURVEY

The Fourth Annual Idaho Public Policy Survey was conducted December 10th to January 8th and surveyed 1,004 adults currently living in the state of Idaho. The sample is designed to be representative of the population, using a random-digit dialing sampling approach, with 60% of the respondents contacted on cell-phones to increase our coverage of the population. People were asked about their attitudes on the main issues and priorities facing the state, education, budget and taxes, criminal justice, and the environment. The sampling margin of error is 3.1%.

KEY FINDINGS

• Idahoans remain generally satisfied with the direction that the state is headed in and are optimistic about the economy, but see education as the most important issue that needs to be addressed.

• Evaluations of the quality of K12 education in the state are mixed, with sizeable numbers believing that quality is fair or poor.

• Respondents are generally in favor of increasing state funding for early childhood education, but not if it is done by reducing spending on education in other places.

• Idahoans are largely satisfied with the level of state spending and the level of taxation. Majorities favor either no changes or just small ones when it comes to Idaho’s tax system.

• The majority of Idahoans are supportive of allowing cities to vote on local option taxes, though when asked if they would vote in favor of such measures the public is divided.

• Opinions on sentencing for those convicted of crimes are mixed, but majorities appear to be supportive of giving minimum and maximum sentencing guidance to judges.

• Majorities support the goal of having the state transition to 100% clean energy by 2050, but this support is reduced if it means higher power bills.

• Idahoans are the most supportive of using more solar energy, and an overwhelming majority are in favor of allowing homeowners with solar units to receive credits on their electricity bill for energy that they add to the grid.

For more information visit:
OVERVIEW

We begin by looking at the general sentiments that Idahoans have about the direction that the state is heading in, and the challenges that it faces. First, we ask people whether they think that things in Idaho are generally headed in the right direction, or are on the wrong track. We find that the majority of residents feel that the state is headed in the right direction (59.4%), with less than one in three feeling that it is on the wrong track (29.6%). This general feeling of optimism is stronger amongst Republicans than Democrats – 73.0% of Republicans feel the state is on the right track compared to 42.0% of Democrats. These numbers are almost identical to when this question was asked last year, suggesting that satisfaction with the direction of the state is unchanged.

In addition to assessing the direction the state is headed in general, we want to know if people are optimistic about the economic future of the state. We asked respondents if they thought the Idaho economy was going to get better, worse, or stay about the same over the next two years. In general, perceptions are fairly optimistic with the vast majority saying it will either stay about the same (42.2%) or get better (40.2%). A relatively small share of Idahoans are more pessimistic – 15.0% said that they believed it would get worse. These numbers are similar to those from our 2018 survey. There are partisan differences in optimism about the economy, with 46.6% of Republicans believing that it will get better, while 29.6% of Democrats share that view.

While Idahoans are generally satisfied with the direction of the state and are optimistic about the economy, we wanted to understand what issues they see as being the most important. To measure this, we ask an open ended question to the respondents where they come up with the issue that they think is the most important on their own, without being presented with a list of possible issues. Once the respondents give their comments, we group them by issue to see which matters are on the minds of people. When we do this, we find that education tops the list, with 24.7% of Idahoans mentioning education in some fashion. The next most common responses were the economy (15.1%) and healthcare (13.0%).

Looking to the most important issues that were mentioned in the 2018 survey, we saw these same three issues top the list. The percentage who responded with education and the economy are essentially unchanged from last year, but the number indicating that healthcare is the biggest issue is up from 7.5%.
The next set of issues that were mentioned most frequently are growth (9.0%), transportation (5.4%) and the environment (4.3%). All three of these issues experienced an increase in the share who reported that they were the most important issue facing the state since last year. Rounding out the top 10 issues that were mentioned are taxes (3.6%), immigration (3.1%), affordable housing (2.4%), and crime (1.9%).

While these are the issues that people mention as being the most important in the state, we also want to know Idahoans’ perceptions of the importance of the legislature addressing different matters. To do this, we present people with a series of possible issues that the legislature could take up, and ask them to indicate on a 1-10 scale how important it is for the legislature to address. We see that education appears to be seen as the most important issue for the legislature to address, with an average score of 8.8, followed by jobs and the economy (8.1), healthcare (7.9), natural resources (7.7), the environment (7.5), taxes (7.1), immigration (6.8), and transportation (6.6). The ranking of issues is very similar to what we found in last year’s survey – the top three issues are the same as they were in 2018, though healthcare and jobs and the economy switched places. Further, the bottom two issues this year – immigration and transportation – were also the bottom two issues last year.
As we have seen, education is one of the top issues facing the state and one of the priorities that people would like the Idaho legislature to address. Some of this perceived importance may be due to the perceptions of the quality of education. When asked how they would rate the quality of Idaho’s K-12 education system, less than one third (31.9%) believe it to be either good or excellent. The most common response (37.1%) was that it is fair, with over a quarter (27.3%) believing that K-12 education is poor. Younger respondents were more likely to believe that the quality of education is poor than older ones - 35.2% of those from ages 18-34 believe the quality is poor compared to 17.2% of those over the age of 80. These are very similar to the perceptions that we found in the 2018 Idaho Public Policy Survey.

Next, we wanted to know what people thought about the job that schools are doing in preparing their students for education beyond high school. Again, we were interested in perceptions at the statewide level, and in the respondent’s area. Rather than ask two separate questions, we split the sample, so half the respondents were asked about the job that schools across the state were doing, while half were asked about the job that schools in their area were doing. Looking first to the responses for those who were asked about schools in the state as a whole, we see very similar attitudes to when we asked about the quality of K-12 education. Very few (4.4%) believe that schools are doing an excellent job preparing students for education beyond high school, while almost a quarter (24.4%) said that they are doing a poor job. Grouping together the fair and poor attitudes, we see
that a majority of respondents (60.7%) hold less than positive views. Once again, age is one of the factors that divides attitudes the most, with 31.3% of those between 18-34 saying that schools are doing a poor job, and only 9.4% of those over 80 saying the same. These results are similar to what we found in 2018, again suggesting relatively stable perceptions on the issue of education.

When looking to perceptions of the job that schools are doing preparing students for education beyond high school in one’s area, attitudes are generally similar, though slightly more positive. Taken together, 38.5% believe that the schools in their area are doing either an excellent or good job, while 53.0% responded either fair or poor.

After looking at Idahoans’ perceptions of the quality of K-12 education, we asked about funding for early childhood education. We started by asking a general question about whether funding for early childhood education should be increased or not. We find that a majority of respondents (60.7%) believe that funding should be increased, while about one-third (33.7%) responded that funding should not be increased. A sizeable majority of Democrats (82.8%) believe that funding should be increased, while Republicans are divided (48.3% believe it should be increased and 45.8% believe it should not).

While these findings demonstrate support for the idea of increased funding, we turn to seeing if this support holds under different conditions. We do this by splitting our sample into three groups and asking slightly different questions to each group. In the first group we ask whether the respondent would support increasing funding for early childhood education if it meant paying more in taxes. When framed this way, we see that support falls but a majority of respondents (54.2%) still favor increasing funding, and a sizeable minority (40.5%) oppose it. Younger respondents are the most likely to favor increased funding even if it means raising taxes (61.0% of those from 18-34 favor), while middle-aged respondents were the least supportive (44.9% of those from 50-64 favored). Democrats still favored increased funding by a sizeable margin (76% favored), as did Independents (64.8% favored), but a minority of Republicans (43.7%) were supportive.

The second group of respondents were asked if they would favor increasing funding for early childhood education if it meant reducing the amount of money spent on other educational programs. When presented with this tradeoff, people are not supportive of increased funding. 29.5% still favor increasing early childhood education funding, while a majority of respondents (59.8%) said that they did not. Even among groups that were previously quite supportive of increasing funding for early childhood education such as younger individuals and Democrats, there is no longer majority support. Across all groups, and all regions of the state, this proposal is unpopular.
Would you support Idaho increasing funding for early childhood education...

...if it meant reducing the amount of money spent on other educational programs?

29.5% Yes
59.8% No
10.7% DK/Refused

The third group was not exposed to conditions about funding, but rather about outcomes. They were asked if they would support increased funding for early childhood education in order to give local school districts the flexibility to address reading proficiency. In this condition, we see sizeable support for increased funding. 77.0% of people stated that they would support this, while 19.7% said that they did not. There is majority support amongst Democrats (90.1%), Independents (72.7%), and Republicans (69.6%).

Would you support Idaho increasing funding for early childhood education...

...in order to give local school districts the flexibility to fund programs designed to ensure children are reading proficiently by the 3rd grade?

77.0% Yes
19.7% No
3.3% DK/Refused

In sum, Idahoans see room for improvement in the quality of K-12 education in the state. Majorities believe that the quality is only fair or poor, and very few think it is excellent. Similarly, majorities believe that Idaho is only doing a fair or poor job in preparing students for education beyond high school. There is support for increasing funding for early childhood education, and people are more supportive of doing this through increased taxes than they are of doing it by reducing spending on other educational programs.
BUDGET AND TAXES

With respect to Idahoans’ attitudes about the state’s fiscal environment, we start by asking a general question regarding the size of the budget. While few individuals are likely to know the details of the budget, this question serves as an indicator of general attitudes regarding the size and scope of government. When asked whether they think that the Idaho budget should be increased, decreased, or stay about the same, we find that the most common response is that it should stay about the same (42.8%). However, there is also sizeable support for increasing the size of the state budget, with 36.5% of respondents indicating that this was their preference. On the other hand, few believe that the budget should be decreased (7.8%). It is also notable that 13.0% responded that they did not know, which is a relatively high number compared to many other questions on the survey. These numbers are very similar to those from 2018, we see no change over the past year in attitudes about the size of the Idaho budget.

Partisan differences appear to be the most important on this matter. More than half (57.6%) of the Democrats who were polled responded that the state budget should be increased, while one quarter (25.6%) of Republicans held that view. Conversely, a majority of Republicans (53.8%) favored keeping the budget about the same, while a little over one quarter of Democrats (28.4%) held that view. Essentially no Democrats felt that the budget should be decreased, and only 9.2% of Republicans indicated a preference for less spending.

Related to the size of the budget is the level of taxation. To assess attitudes about the level of taxation, we first ask a general question about whether taxes are too high, too low, or about right. A super majority (67.9%) of respondents indicated that taxes are about right, indicating broad support for the status quo. Roughly one in five (20.4%) believe that taxes are too high, and few (8.3%) believe that they are too low. As with the previous question, these numbers are essentially the same as what we found in the 2018 survey.

This is one of the few questions where there are not large differences across any of the groups that we explored. Young and
old respondents have similar attitudes, as do men and women. While some partisan differences exist, majorities of Democrats (63.6%), Independents (63.9%), and Republicans (71.2%) felt that taxes were about right.

While people tend to think that the current level of taxation is about right, that does not necessarily mean that they believe no changes should occur whatsoever. To measure this, people were asked about the magnitude of changes that they would like to see with respect to Idaho’s tax system. When framed this way, we see that the majority of Idahoans (56.1%) feel that some changes are needed, but the system should stay basically the same. About one in five people feel that more sizeable changes are needed, with 11.0% saying they preferred major changes, and 10.3% stating that a complete overhaul of the system was needed. Conversely, 15.7% reported thinking that the system works fairly well now and does not need to be change. These values are all within the margin of error from the 2018 survey suggesting that these attitudes have not changed over the past year.

This raises the question of what some of the changes to the tax system might be, and how supported they are by residents of Idaho. One change that has been discussed is giving cities in Idaho the ability to vote on “local option” taxes. Because this is a complicated matter that is unfamiliar to many, we asked the question by including information on how local option taxes work and the kinds of things that they typically go to fund. When given this information, we find that a majority of Idahoans (61.4%) favor allowing cities to vote on the implementation of local option taxes, and 33.9% oppose this. This is a slightly lower level of support than we found in 2018, when 66.1% favored allowing cities to vote, but since this difference is within the margin of error we cannot be confident that it represents an actual decline in support amongst the population.

Though there are some differences across partisan groups, majorities of Democrats (54.8%), Independents (53.2%), and Republicans (59.1%) responded that some changes were needed but it should stay basically the same. Republicans were more likely than Democrats to say that it works well as it is now (20.0% of Republicans compared to 8.8% of Democrats), and Democrats were more likely than Republicans to respond that major changes are needed (17.2% of Democrats compared to 7.4% of Republicans). Differences by age, gender, and region of the state were generally minimal.
are more supportive than Republicans, but as with age, majorities of both groups are in favor. 72.4% of Democrats expressed support, as did 56.5% of Republicans.

However, just because majorities are in favor of letting cities vote on such matters it does not mean that these measures would pass. To gauge statewide support should local option taxes appear on the ballot, we wanted to know if people would vote in favor of them in their own towns. The challenge with trying to assess support for this is that it would depend upon the details of the tax for many people. While it is not possible for us to test every possible kind of tax, we wanted to know whether people were more likely to support the tax if it was for a specific purpose. In our case, we sought to understand general support, and support if the money went to funding transportation. To do this, we split the sample as we have done previously, where half of our respondents read one version of the question, and the other half read a very similar version with the exception that it specified the money was to support the local transportation system.

Looking first to the base question which asks people if they would favor or oppose a local option tax in their city, opinions are evenly divided – 46.5% say that they would favor such a proposal, and 46.3% say that they would oppose one, with 7.2% stating that they do not know. These numbers are very similar to those we received when we asked this question in 2018.

Democrats are more supportive than Republicans of local option taxes, with 61.5% of Democrats supporting and 39.7% of Republicans doing so. This is also one of the few questions where we see regional differences emerge. Those who live in the Boise media market are the most supportive, with 51.3% saying that they would vote in favor of a local option tax.

When presented with the other question wording which was identical but added the language “to support the local transportation system” we see a small increase in support to 50.2%, but the difference between this number and the level of support from the baseline question is not large enough to give us confidence that specifying transportation increases the number who would vote in favor of a local option tax.

In sum, the majority of Idahoans are satisfied with the size of the budget in the state, as well as the level of taxation. When asked about changes to the tax system, people prefer small changes as opposed to more sizeable ones. With respect to local option taxes, majorities favor allowing people to vote on them, but opinions are evenly split on whether citizens would actually vote in favor of them. In general, attitudes about the budget and taxes have been quite consistent over the past year.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Criminal sentencing reform has been discussed in Idaho and throughout the country as potential means to combat rising prison populations. As a result, we asked people a series of questions about their views on sentencing.

First, we focused on the amount of discretion that judges have when giving sentences. We start by asking the extent to which the respondent agrees or disagrees with judges having complete discretion when sentencing people convicted of a crime. We find that there is majority support for this idea, with 55.8% of respondents indicating that they agree with this, and 38.0% saying that they disagree. While this seems to suggest that most Idahoans believe judges should not be constrained when sentencing, the next question leads us to a conflicting conclusion.

When asked whether they agree that there should be minimum and maximum limits given to judges when sentencing, we find that a sizeable majority agrees with having some limits. 71.1% of respondents agreed with the idea of having minimum and maximum limits, while only 22.4% disagreed with this idea. There are few significant differences across groups, although Republicans appear to be slightly more favorable of having minimum and maximum limits, with 74.0% of Republicans in favor, and 66.4% of Democrats in favor. While Republicans are slightly more positive about the idea, sizeable majorities of both groups are in agreement.

Moving away from discretion given to judges and looking at the factors that are considered when sentencing, we asked whether past crimes should be used in determining an appropriate sentence. Idahoans overwhelmingly support this idea, with 76.2% agreeing and only 18.2% disagreeing. As with the previous question, Republicans are more supportive (82.7%) than Democrats (67.2%), but clear majorities of both groups are in favor.

Next we sought to understand Idahoans’ attitudes on criminal offenders by asking whether they believe that those who commit crimes can change their behavior. This question speaks to the goals of incarceration and whether rehabilitation can be effective. We see that Idahoans overwhelmingly believe that those who commit crimes can change their behavior. Almost half (47.6%) strongly agree that they can change their behavior, and when we combine the strongly and somewhat agree categories, we see that 86.1% are in some level of agreement with the statement. Only 11.4% are in a level of disagreement.

There are some differences across groups in the population. In general, younger Idahoans are more likely to respond that those who commit crimes can change their
behavior. When we combine the strongly and somewhat agree categories, 92.0% of those between 18-34 agree that behaviors can be changed, and 72.4% of those over 80 share that sentiment.

Moving on from issues pertaining to sentencing, we look at perceptions of criminal punishments as they currently are. When asked how they would rate the appropriateness of criminal punishments in Idaho we see very mixed opinions. The most common response is that they are appropriate (34.7%), with very similar numbers of people believing they are too lenient (21.9%) and too harsh (22.5%). There are also a large number who respond that they do not know (20.9%).

![Overall, how would you rate the appropriateness of criminal punishments in Idaho?](image)

Overall, how would you rate the appropriateness of criminal punishments in Idaho?

- 7.0% Much too lenient
- 14.9% A bit too lenient
- 34.7% Appropriate
- 15.0% A bit too harsh
- 7.5% Much too harsh
- 20.9% DK/Refused

There is a partisan dimension to these opinions. Both Democrats and Republicans are similar in that the most common response for both groups is that punishments are appropriate – 34% of Democrats and 38.9% of Republicans held this view. However, Republicans were more likely than Democrats to report punishments as being too lenient (30.7% of Republicans compared to 10.0% of Democrats), and Democrats were more likely to report punishments as being too harsh (34.0% of Democrats compared to 14.0% of Republicans). There is also a regional component to these opinions, with those in the Boise media market being the most likely to say that punishments are too harsh (29.8%) and those in the Spokane media market the least likely (12.9%).

In sum, opinions on sentencing are somewhat conflicted. Majorities express support for judges having complete discretion, but even larger majorities support minimum and maximum sentencing guidelines. We also find overwhelming support for past criminal behavior being used as a consideration when sentencing, and overwhelming agreement with the idea that those who have committed criminal offenses can change their behavior. With respect to the appropriateness of punishments as they currently stand, we find that the plurality of Idahoans feel they are appropriate, with the rest being evenly split between too harsh, too lenient, and not knowing.
Looking at Idaho’s sources of energy, we wanted to know whether people are supportive of the state moving to more clean and renewable energy. To assess this, we split the sample and gave each a different version of the question. The baseline version asks whether they support the state moving to 100% clean and renewable energy by 2050. The alternate version asks the same question but with the words “even if it means an increase to your power bill” added to the end of the question. We do this because people will often agree to policy goals if they are presented in a way that makes it seem as though there are no tradeoffs. By presenting the question both ways we can test support for the concept, and then see if people are willing to tolerate some tradeoffs in order to achieve the goal.

Looking first to the baseline question we see that support for the goal is quite high. 68.5% of Idahoans responded that they either strongly or somewhat favored the state transitioning to 100% clean energy by 2050, and 24.9% opposed this goal.

Younger respondents were more favorable towards this idea than older ones – 82.1% of those from 18-34 years old were in favor, while 59.4% of those over the age of 80 were in favor. We also see divisions along partisan lines, with 91.4% of Democrats being in favor as were 56.2% of Republicans. Although we see these group differences, it is notable that majorities support the goal across all of them.
In the version presented where people were asked if they would support the transition to clean energy by 2050 if it meant paying more on their power bill, we observe a slightly different picture. We still see majority support for the goal when framed in this way with 55.6% in favor and 39% in opposition, but this is a nearly 13% drop in favorability compared to the baseline.

If people are generally supportive of shifting to renewable energy, there may be differences in support for different sources of energy. To explore this possibility, we presented Idahoans with four different kinds of renewable energy – solar, wind, hydro, and geothermal – and asked whether they favored or opposed increasing our use of these sources of energy. We find that large majorities support increasing the use of all four sources.

Solar appears to be the most popular with 88.6% in favor of increasing our usage, followed by wind (79.2%), hydro (78.7%), and geothermal (76.6%) all with very similar levels of support. There are not any especially notable differences in support across groups, though younger Idahoans and Democrats are generally more supportive of all four than older residents and Republicans. Despite these differences, majorities of all groups are in support of increased usage.

As we observed in the previous questions, increasing the use of solar energy is extremely popular with Idahoans. One policy change that has been discussed to incentivize solar use is giving homeowners with solar energy systems a credit on their electricity bill for the energy that they add back to the power grid. When asked about their opinions on this, Idahoans express widespread support. 91.6% of respondents favor homeowners who have a solar energy system on their home receiving a credit when they add power back to the grid, with 5.3% opposing this and 3.1% responding that they don’t know. There are no substantial differences across groups as all are very supportive.

In sum, people are supportive of having the state transition to clean and renewable energy by 2050, but only narrowly so if it means increases to their power bills. With respect to different sources of clean energy, respondents favored increasing our usage of all of them, but solar energy emerged as the most popular. Further, Idahoans are overwhelmingly supportive of homeowners with solar units receiving a credit on their electrical bill for the power they put back onto the grid.
Ask An Expert

Below are topics that may be of interest to readers of our surveys, along with School of Public Service faculty available to share their expertise. A fuller list is available on our Meet Our Faculty page: boisestate.edu/sps/student-resources/meet-our-faculty

**Conflict Management**
Bayard Gregory, PhD.............(208) 426-2513.............bayardgregory@boisestate.edu
Ashley Orme, MA ...............(208) 426-2513.............ashleyorme@boisestate.edu
Brian Pappas, PhD. ..........(208) 426-4589...........brianpappas@boisestate.edu

** Corrections**
Shaun Gann, PhD..............(208) 426-4139...........shaungann@boisestate.edu

**Economic Development**
Amanda Johnson Ashley, PhD ........(208) 426-2605 ....AmandaAshley@boisestate.edu

** Education, Homelessness**
Vanessa Fry, MBA ..............(208) 426-2848..........vanessafry@boisestate.edu

** Energy**
Kathy Araujo, PhD.............(208) 426-4845 ..........kathleenaraujo@boisestate.edu
Stephanie Lenhart, PhD .......(208) 426-5707 ..........stephanielenhart@boisestate.edu
Emily Wakild, PhD ..........(208) 426-3529 ..........emilywakild@boisestate.edu

** Environmental Policy**
Paulami Banerjee..................paulamibanerjee@boisestate.edu
Monica Hubbard, PhD .........(208) 426-5147 ..........monicahubbard@boisestate.edu

** Policing**
Lisa Growette Bostaph, PhD........(208) 426-3886 ..........lisabostaph@boisestate.edu
Andrew L. Giacomazzi, PhD ..........(208) 426-1368 ..........agiacom@boisestate.edu

** Public Lands**
John Freemuth, PhD ..........(208) 426-3931 ..........jfreemu@boisestate.edu

** State and Local Government**
Chris Birdsall, PhD ............(208) 426-5528 ..........chrisbirdsall@boisestate.edu
Luke Fowler, PhD .............(208) 426-5527 ..........lukefowler@boisestate.edu
Greg Hill, PhD ...............(208) 426-2917 ..........greghill@boisestate.edu
Stephanie Witt, PhD ..........(208) 426-3667 ..........switt@boisestate.edu

**Victimology and Victim Services**
Lane Gillespie, PhD ............(208) 426-5462 ..........lanegillespie@boisestate.edu
Danielle Swerin, MA ............(208) 426-4131 ..........danielleswerin@boisestate.edu

**Women in Politics**
Jaclyn J. Kettler, PhD ..........(208) 426-2540 ..........jaclynkettler@boisestate.edu
Idaho Policy Institute at Boise State University works across the state with public, private and nonprofit entities. We help articulate your needs, create a research plan to address those needs and present practical data that allows for evidence based decision making. We leverage the skills of experienced researchers and subject-matter experts to respond to the growing demands of Idaho communities.

ipi.boisestate.edu
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